Theory of the statistics of kinetic transitions with application to single-molecule enzyme catalysis.
Single-molecule spectroscopy can monitor transitions between two microscopic states when these transitions are associated with the emission of photons. A general formalism is developed for obtaining the statistics of such transitions from a microscopic model when the dynamics is described by master or rate equations or their continuum analog, multidimensional reaction-diffusion equations. The focus is on the distribution of the number of transitions during a fixed observation time, the distribution of times between transitions, and the corresponding correlation functions. It is shown how these quantities are related to each other and how they can be explicitly calculated in a straightforward way for both immobile and diffusing molecules. Our formalism reduces to renewal theory when the monitored transitions either go to or originate from a single state. The influence of dynamics slow compared with the time between monitored transitions is treated in a simple way, and the probability distributions are expressed in terms of Mandel-type formulas. The formalism is illustrated by a detailed analysis of the statistics of catalytic turnovers of enzymes. When the rates of conformational changes are slower than the catalytic rates which are in turn slower than the binding relaxation rate, (1) the mean number of turnovers is shown to have the classical Michaelis-Menten form, (2) the correlation function of the number of turnovers is a direct measure of the time scale of catalytic rate fluctuations, and (3) the distribution of the time between consecutive turnovers is determined by the steady-state distribution.